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The growth and development of ‘‘charged particle jets’’ produced in proton-antiproton collisions at
1.8 TeV are studied over a transverse momentum range from 0.5 GeV/c to 50 GeV/c . A variety of leading
~highest transverse momentum! charged jet observables are compared with the QCD Monte Carlo models
HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA. The models describe fairly well the multiplicity distribution of charged particles
within the leading charged jet, the size of the leading charged jet, the radial distribution of charged particles
and transverse momentum around the leading charged jet direction, and the momentum distribution of charged
particles within the leading charged jet. The direction of the leading ‘‘charged particle jet’’ in each event is used
to define three regions of h-f space. The ‘‘toward’’ region contains the leading ‘‘charged particle jet,’’ while
the ‘‘away’’ region, on the average, contains the away-side jet. The ‘‘transverse’’ region is perpendicular to the
plane of the hard 2-to-2 scattering and is very sensitive to the ‘‘underlying event’’ component of the QCD
Monte Carlo models. HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA with their default parameters do not describe correctly all the
properties of the ‘‘transverse’’ region.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.092002 PACS number~s!: 13.87.Ce, 12.38.Qk, 13.87.Fh
I. INTRODUCTION
In a proton-antiproton collision a large transverse momen-
tum outgoing parton manifests itself as a cluster of particles
~both charged and neutral! traveling in roughly the same di-
rection. These clusters are referred to as ‘‘jets.’’ In this paper
we examine the charged particle component of ‘‘jets.’’ Using
a simple algorithm, we study clusters of charged particles
which we call ‘‘charged particle jets.’’ We define the trans-
verse momentum of a ‘‘charged particle jet’’ to be the scalar
sum of the transverse momenta of the charged particles mak-
ing up the jet. We examine the properties of the leading
~highest transverse momentum! ‘‘charged particle jet’’ and
compare the data with the QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo
models HERWIG @1#, ISAJET @2#, and PYTHIA @3#. Our method
of comparing the QCD Monte Carlo models with data is to
select a region where the data are very clean so that correc-
tions for experimental effects are small. For this reason,
throughout this analysis we consider only charged particles
measured by the Collider Detector at Fermilab ~CDF! central
tracking chamber ~CTC! in the region pT.0.5 GeV/c and
uhu,1 @4#, where the track finding efficiency is high and
uniform. In addition to examining the leading ‘‘charged par-
ticle jet,’’ we study the overall event topology. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the way the QCD Monte Carlo models simulate a
proton-antiproton collision in which a hard 2-to-2 parton
scattering with transverse momentum, pT(hard), has oc-
curred. The resulting event contains particles that originate
from the two outgoing partons ~plus initial and final-state
radiation! and particles that come from the breakup of the
proton and antiproton ~i.e., ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!. The
‘‘hard scattering’’ component consists of the outgoing two
‘‘jets’’ plus initial and final-state radiation. The ‘‘underlying
event’’ is everything except the two outgoing hard scattered
‘‘jets’’ and consists of the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ plus pos-
sible contributions from the ‘‘hard scattering’’ arising from
initial and final-state radiation.
The ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ are what is left over after a
parton is knocked out of each of the initial two beam had-
rons. It is the reason hadron-hadron collisions are more
‘‘messy’’ than electron-positron annihilations and no one re-
ally knows how it should be modeled. In the QCD Monte
Carlo models the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ are an important
component of the ‘‘underlying event.’’ Also, it is possible
that multiple parton scattering contributes to the ‘‘underlying
event.’’ Figure 2 shows the way PYTHIA @3# models the ‘‘un-
derlying event’’ in proton-antiproton collision by including
multiple parton interactions. In addition to the hard 2-to-2
parton-parton scattering and the ‘‘beam-beam remnants,’’
sometimes there is a second ‘‘semi-hard’’ 2-to-2 parton-
parton scattering that contributes particles to the ‘‘underlying
event.’’
We use the direction of the leading ‘‘charged particle jet’’
in each event to define three regions of h-f space, where h
is the pseudorapidity measured along the beam axis and Df
is the azimuthal angle relative to the leading charged jet @4#.
The ‘‘toward’’ region contains the leading ‘‘charged particle
jet,’’ while the ‘‘away’’ region, on the average, contains the
away-side jet. The ‘‘transverse’’ region is perpendicular to
the plane of the hard 2-to-2 scattering and is very sensitive
to the ‘‘underlying event’’ component of the QCD Monte
Carlo models. We find that HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA with
their default parameters do not describe correctly all the
properties of the ‘‘transverse’’ region. For example, none of
the models produces the correct pT dependence of charged
particles in the ‘‘transverse’’ region.
Of course, from a certain point of view there is no such
thing as an ‘‘underlying event’’ in a proton-antiproton colli-
sion. There is only an ‘‘event’’ and one cannot say where a
given particle in the event originated. On the other hand,
hard scattering collider ‘‘jet’’ events have a distinct topology.
On the average, the outgoing hadrons ‘‘remember’’ the 2-to-
2 hard scattering subprocess. An average hard scattering
event consists of a collection ~or burst! of hadrons traveling
roughly in the direction of the initial beam particles and two
collections of hadrons ~i.e., ‘‘jets’’! with large transverse mo-
mentum. The two large transverse momentum ‘‘jets’’ are
roughly back to back in azimuthal angle. Here we use the
topological structure of hadron-hadron collisions to study the
‘‘underlying event.’’ The ultimate goal is to understand the
physics of the ‘‘underlying event,’’ but since it is very com-
*Now at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208.
†Now at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-
nia 15213.
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plicated and involves both non-perturbative as well as per-
turbative QCD it seems unlikely that this will happen soon.
In the mean time, we would like to tune the QCD Monte
Carlo models to do a better job fitting the ‘‘underlying
event.’’ The ‘‘underlying event’’ is an unavoidable back-
ground to most collider observables and making precise
measurements in the collider environment requires accurate
modeling of the ‘‘underlying event.’’
In Sec. II we discuss the data and the QCD Monte Carlo
models used in this analysis and we explain the procedure
used to compare the models with the data. In Sec. III, we
define ‘‘charged particle jets’’ as simple circular regions in
h-f space with radius R50.7 and study the growth and
development of these jets from PT(chgjet1)[PT150.5
GeV/c to 50 GeV/c . In Sec. IV, we look at the overall event
structure by studying correlations in the azimuthal angle Df
relative to the leading ‘‘charged particle jet.’’ In Sec. V we
study the behavior of the ‘‘transverse’’ region and the ‘‘un-
derlying event.’’ We reserve Sec. VI for summary and con-
clusions.
II. DATA SELECTION AND MONTE CARLO MODELS
A. Data selection
The CDF detector, described in detail in Ref. @5#, mea-
sures the trajectories and transverse momenta, pT , of
charged particles contained within the central tracking cham-
ber ~CTC!, silicon vertex detector ~SVX!, and vertex time
projection chamber ~VTX!, which are immersed in a 1.4 T
solenoidal magnetic field. The energy of neutral particles is
measured in the calorimeters, but at the low momenta rel-
evant for this study the efficiency and resolution of the calo-
rimeter is poor.
To remain in a region of high efficiency, this analysis
considers only charged particles measured by the CTC with
pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1. In this region the efficiency is
high and the momentum resolution is good @dpT /pT
2
,0.002 (GeV/c)21]. In general, the observed charged par-
ticle tracks include some spurious tracks that result from sec-
ondary interactions between primary particles, including
neutral particles, and the detector material. There are also
particles originating from other proton-antiproton collisions
in the same bunch crossing. To reduce the contribution from
these sources, we do not consider events with two or more
identified collision vertices and we consider only tracks
which point to the interaction vertex within 2 cm along the
beam direction, z. ~The beam’s luminous region along z has a
Gaussian width of 30 cm over which other unidentified col-
lisions could have occurred.! Futhermore, we use only tracks
which point within 1 cm transverse to the beam direction, d0.
Detector simulation studies indicate that these cuts are
greater than 90% efficient and that the number of remaining
spurious tracks is about 3.5%. without the cuts the number of
spurious tracks is approximately 9%.
To determine the systematic uncertainty due to remaining
spurious tracks, every data point on every plot was deter-
mined with three different d0 cuts: 1 cm, 0.5 cm, and no cut.
This widely varies the contribution from spurious tracks. The
spread is used as a systematic uncertainty and added in
quadrature with the statistical error.
The approach used to compare the Monte Carlo models
with data is to select a region where the data are very clean.
The track finding efficiency can vary substantially for very
low pT tracks and in dense high pT jets. To avoid this we
considered only the region pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1
where the track finding efficiency is high ~about 92%! and
stable, and we consider only charged particle jets with trans-
verse momentum less than 50 GeV/c .
The data are not corrected up for the track finding effi-
ciency. Rather, events generated with the Monte Carlo mod-
els are corrected down. For the selected pT and h region,
these corrections are small and essentially independent of pT
and h , which is why the study uses only charged particles in
this limited region. This approach is used instead of time
consuming full detector simulation because of the large num-
ber of Monte Carlo events which must be generated. As a
check, full simulation was applied to a subset of the Monte
FIG. 1. Illustration of the way the QCD Monte Carlo models
simulate a proton-antiproton collision in which a hard 2-to-2 parton
scattering with transverse momentum, pT(hard), has occurred. The
resulting event contains particles that originate from the two outgo-
ing partons ~plus initial and final-state radiation! and particles that
come from the breakup of the proton and antiproton ~‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ !. The ‘‘hard scattering’’ component consists of the out-
going two ‘‘jets’’ plus initial and final-state radiation. The ‘‘under-
lying event’’ is everything except the two outgoing hard scattered
‘‘jets’’ and consists of the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ plus possible
contributions from the ‘‘hard scattering’’ arising from initial and
final-state radiation.
FIG. 2. Illustration of the way PYTHIA models the ‘‘underlying
event’’ in proton-antiproton collision by including multiple parton
interactions. In adddition to the hard 2-to-2 parton-parton scattering
with transverse momentum, pT(hard), there is a second ‘‘semi-
hard’’ 2-to-2 parton-parton scattering that contributes particles to
the ‘‘underlying event.’’
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Carlo models to verify that the resulting change was less
than the systematic uncertainty.
The two trigger datasets listed in Table I were used. The
minimum bias ~min-bias! data were selected by requiring
that at least one particle interact with the forward beam-beam
counter BBC (3.4,h,5.9) and at least one particle interact
with the backward BBC (25.9,h,23.4). Because the
rate for the min-bias trigger is very high (.200 kHz), the
accept rate must be limited. That makes it very difficult to
know the luminosity normalization for the sample, so cross
sections cannot be determined. Instead, we study correlations
within the events as a function of the transverse momentum
of the leading charged jet, PT1. The JET20 trigger dataset is
used to extend the study to higher PT1. The JET20 data were
collected by requiring at least 20 GeV of energy ~charged
plus neutral! in a cluster of calorimeter cells. However, we
do not use the calorimeter information. Instead we look only
at the charged particles measured in the CTC in the exactly
the same way we do for the min-bias data. The JET20 data
is, of course, biased for low pT jets and we do not show the
JET20 data below PT1 around 20 GeV/c . At large PT1 val-
ues the JET20 data becomes unbiased and, in fact, we know
this occurs at around 20 GeV/c because it is here that it
agrees with the ~unbiased! min-bias data ~for example, see
Fig. 4!.
B. The QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo models
In this analysis, the data are compared with the QCD hard
scattering Monte Carlo models HERWIG 5.9, ISAJET 7.32,
PYTHIA 6.115, and PYTHIA 6.125. The QCD perturbative
2-to-2 parton-parton differential cross section diverges as the
transverse momentum of the scattering, pT(hard), goes to
zero. One must set a minimum pT(hard)large enough that the
resulting cross section is not larger that the total inelastic
cross section, and also large enough to ensure that QCD
perturbation theory is applicable. In this analysis use the de-
fault parameters of the QCD Monte Carlo models and take
pT(hard).3 GeV/c .
Each of the QCD Monte Carlo approaches models the
‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ in slightly different ways. However,
all the models assume that a hard scattering event is basically
the superposition of a hard parton-parton interaction on top
of a ‘‘soft’’ collision. HERWIG assumes that the ‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ are a ‘‘soft’’ collision between the two beam
‘‘clusters.’’ ISAJET uses a model similar to the one it uses for
‘‘soft’’ min-bias events ~i.e., ‘‘cut Pomeron’’!, but with dif-
ferent parameters, to describe the ‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’
PYTHIA assumes that each incoming beam hadron leaves be-
hind ‘‘beam remnants,’’ which do not radiate initial state ra-
diation, and simply pass through unaffected by the hard pro-
cess. However, unlike HERWIG and ISAJET, PYTHIA also uses
multiple parton interactions to enhance the activity of the
‘‘underlying event’’ as illustrated in Fig. 2.
CDF data @6# show evidence for multiple parton collisions
in which both interactions are hard. However, in PYTHIA
multiple parton collisions contribute to the ‘‘underlying
event’’ when one scattering is hard ~i.e., the outgoing jets!
and one scattering is ‘‘soft’’ or ‘‘semi-hard.’’ This second
‘‘semi-hard’’ collision cannot be computed reliably by per-
turbation theory and must be modeled. The amount of ‘‘soft’’
or ‘‘semi-hard’’ multiple parton scattering is essentially arbi-
trary. In this analysis we examine two versions of PYTHIA,
PYTHIA 6.115 and PYTHIA 6.125 both with the default values
for all the parameters. The default values of the parameters
are different in version 6.115 and 6.125. In particular, the
effective minimum transverse momentum for multiple parton
interactions, PARP~81!, changed from 1.4 GeV/c in version
6.115 to 1.9 GeV/c in version 6.125. Increasing this cutoff
decreases the multiple parton interaction cross section which
reduces the amount of multiple parton scattering. For com-
pleteness, we also consider PYTHIA with no multiple parton
scattering @MSTP(81)50# .
Since ISAJET employs independent fragmentation within
the leading log framework, it is possible to trace particles
back to their origin. Within ISAJET particles can be divided
into three categories: particles that arise from the breakup of
the beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, particles that
arise from initial-state radiation, and particles that result
from the outgoing hard scattering jets plus final-state radia-
tion. The ‘‘hard scattering’’ component consists of the par-
ticles that arise from the outgoing hard scattering jets plus
initial and final-state radiation ~the sum of the last two cat-
egories!. Particles from the first two categories ~‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ plus initial-state radiation! contribute to the ‘‘un-
derlying event.’’ Of course, these categories are not directly
distinguishable experimentally. Experimentally one cannot
say where a given particle originated. Nevertheless, it is in-
structive to examine how particles from various origins
within ISAJET affect the experimental observables.
Since PYTHIA does not use independent fragmentation, it
is not possible to distinguish particles that arise from initial-
state radiation from those that arise from final-state radiation
TABLE I. Data sets and selection criterion for the charged particles used in this analysis.
CDF Data Set Trigger Events Selection
Min-bias Min-bias trigger 626966 zero or one vertex in uzu,100 cm
uzc2zvu,2 cm, ud0u,1 cm
pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1
JET20 Calorimeter tower cluster 78682 zero or one vertex in uzu,100 cm
with ET.20 Gev uzc2zvu,2 cm, ud0u,1 cm
pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1
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~as is true in nature!, but we can identify the ‘‘beam-beam
remnants.’’ When, for example, a color string within PYTHIA
breaks into hadrons it is not possible to say which of the two
partons producing the string was the parent. For HERWIG and
PYTHIA we divide particles into two categories: particles that
arise from the breakup of the beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’!, and particles that result from the outgoing hard
scattering jets plus initial and final-state radiation ~‘‘hard
scattering component’’!. For PYTHIA we include particles that
arise from the ‘‘soft’’ or ‘‘semi-hard’’ scattering in multiple
parton interactions in the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ component.
In comparing the QCD Monte Carlo models with the data,
we require that the Monte Carlo events satisfy the CDF min-
bias trigger and we apply a 92% correction for the CTC track
finding efficiency ~i.e., 8% of the charged tracks are, on the
average, removed!. The Monte Carlo model predictions have
an uncertainty ~statistical plus systematic! of about 5%.
Requiring the Monte Carlo events to satisfy the min-bias
trigger is important when comparing with the min-bias data,
but does not matter when comparing with the JET20 data
since essentially all high pT jet events satisfy the min-bias
trigger. However, restricting ourselves to the ‘‘clean’’ region
pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 means, of course, that we see,
on the average, only a small fraction of the total number of
charged particles that are produced in the event. For ex-
ample, of the 74 charged particles produced, on the average,
by ISAJET @with pT(hard).3 GeV/c# at 1.8 TeV in
proton-antiproton collisions about 25 have pT.0.5 GeV/c;
about 14 have uhu,1; and only about 5 charged particles
are, on the average, in the region pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu
,1. However, at large values of PT1 we are selecting events
with many charged particles in the region pT.0.5 GeV/c
and uhu,1 allowing us to study the topology of the event in
detail.
III. THE EVOLUTION OF ‘‘CHARGED PARTICLE JETS’’
In this section, we define ‘‘charged particle jets’’ and ex-
amine the evolution of these jets from PT(chgjet1) [ PT1
50.5 GeV/c to 50 GeV/c . As illustrated in Fig. 3, we define
‘‘jets’’ as clusters of charged particles in circular regions
(R50.7) of h-f space. No attempt is made to correct the
‘‘jets’’ for contributions from the ‘‘underlying event.’’ Also
every charged particle in the event is assigned to a jet, with
the possibility that some jets might consist of just one
charged particle. We use this simple, but non-standard jet
definition since we will be dealing with jets that consist of
only a few low pT charged particles or even a single low pT
particle. The standard CDF jet algorithm based on calorim-
eter energy clustering is not directly applicable to charged
particles. Furthermore, we need an algorithm that can be ap-
plied at low transverse momentum.
A. Charged particle jet definition
We define ‘‘jets’’ as circular regions in h-f space with
radius defined by R5A(Dh)21(Df)2. Our jet algorithm is
as follows:
Order all charged particles according to their pT .
Start with the highest pT particle and include in the jet all
particles within the radius R50.7 ~considering each particle
in the order of decreasing pT and recalculating the centroid
of the jet after each new particle is added to the jet!.
Go to the next highest pT particle ~not already included in
a jet! and add to the jet all particles ~not already included in
a jet! within R50.7.
Continue until all particles are in a jet.
We consider all charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c and
uhu,1) and allow the jet radius to extend outside uhu,1.
Figure 3 illustrates an event with six charged particles and
five jets. We define the transverse momentum of the jet to be
the scalar pT sum of all the particles within the jet, where pT
is measured with respect to the beam axis @4#. The charged
particle jets are ordered according to their transverse momen-
tum with PT1 being the jet with the largest transverse mo-
mentum. The maximum possible number of jets is related to
the geometrical size of jets compared to the size of the region
considered and is given approximately by
N jet~max!’2
~2 !~2p!
p~0.7!2 ’16. ~1!
The additional factor of two is to allow for the possible over-
lap of jet radii as illustrated in Fig. 3.
We realize that the simple charged particle jet definition
used here is not theoretically favored since if applied at the
parton level it is not infrared safe. Of course, all jet defini-
tions ~and in fact all observables! are infrared safe at the
hadron level. Some of the observables presented here do, of
course, depend on the definition of a jet and it is important to
apply the same definition to both the QCD Monte Carlo
models and the data.
B. Leading charged jet multiplicity
Figure 4 shows the average number of charged particles
(pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1) within chgjet1 ~leading
charged jet! as a function of of its transverse momentum,
PT1. The solid points are min-bias data and the open points
are the JET20 data. The JET20 data connect smoothly to the
min-bias data and this allows us to study observables over
the range 0.5 GeV/c , PT1 ,50 GeV/c . The errors on the
data include both statistical and correlated systematic uncer-
tainties, however the data have not been corrected for effi-
ciency. Figure 4 shows a sharp rise in the leading charged jet
multiplicity at low PT1 and then a more gradual rise at high
PT1. The data are compared with the QCD Monte Carlo
FIG. 3. Illustration of an event with six charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1) and five charged jets ~circular regions in
h-f space with R50.7).
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model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA. The
theory curves are corrected for the track finding efficiency
and have an uncertainty ~statistical plus systematic! of
around 5%.
Figure 5 shows the multiplicity distribution of the charged
particles within chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for PT1.5
GeV/c , and 30 GeV/c compared with the QCD Monte Carlo
model predictions. Below 5 GeV/c the probability that the
leading charged jet consists of just one particle becomes
large. The Monte Carlo models agree fairly well with the
data at both 5 GeV/c and 30 GeV/c .
C. Leading charged jet ‘‘size’’
Although we defined jets as circular regions in h-f space
with R50.7, this is not necessarily the ‘‘size’’ of the jet. The
size of a jet can be defined in many ways. Here we define the
size of a jet in two ways, according to particle number or
according to transverse momentum. The first corresponds to
the radius in h-f space that contains 80% of the charged
particles in the jet and the second corresponds to the radius
in h-f space that contains 80% of the jet transverse momen-
tum. The data on the average jet size of the leading charged
particle jet are compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model
predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA in Fig. 6. A lead-
ing 20 GeV/c charged jet has 80% of its charged particles
contained, on the average, within a radius in h-f space of
about 0.33, and 80% of its transverse momentum contained,
on the average, within a radius of about 0.20. Figure 6
clearly shows the ‘‘hot core’’ of charged jets. The radius
containing 80% of the transverse momentum is smaller than
the radius that contains 80% of the particles. Furthermore,
the radius containing 80% of the transverse momentum de-
creases as the overall transverse momentum of the jet in-
creases due to limited momentum perpendicular to the jet
direction.
We can study the radial distribution of charged particles
and transverse momentum within the leading jet by examin-
ing the distribution of ^Nchg& and ^PT sum& as a function of
the distance in h-f space from the leading jet direction as
illustrated in Fig. 7. Figure 8 and Fig. 9 compare data on the
radial multiplicity distribution and the radial transverse mo-
mentum distribution, for PT1.5 GeV/c and 30 GeV/c com-
pared with the QCD Monte Carlo model predictions. For an
average charged jet with PT1.5 GeV/c (.30 GeV/c), 80%
of the jet pT lies within R50.36 (0.18). Note that because of
QCD fluctuations the average jet size shown in Fig. 6 is not
exactly the same as the size of an average jet shown in Figs.
8 and 9.
FIG. 4. The average number of charged par-
ticles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) within the lead-
ing charged jet (R50.7) as a function of the
transverse momentum of the leading charged jet
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo models
predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
The solid ~open! points are min-bias ~JET20!
data.
FIG. 5. Multiplicity distribution of charged
particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) within chg-
jet1 ~leading charged jet! for PT1.5 and 30
GeV/c compared with the QCD Monte Carlo
model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA
6.115. This plot shows the percentage of events in
which the leading charged jet (R50.7) contains
Nchg charged particles. The PT1.5 GeV/c points
are min-bias data and the PT1.30 GeV/c points
are JET20 data.
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D. Momentum distribution of charged particles within charged
jet 1
We define a charged jet fragmentation function, F(z),
which describes the momentum distribution of charged par-
ticles within the leading charged particle jet. The function
F(z) is the number of charged particles between z and z
1dz ~i.e., the charged particle number density!, where z
5p/P(chgjet1) is the fraction of the overall charged particle
momentum of the jet carried by the charged particle with
momentum p. The integral of F(z) over z is the average
multiplicity of charged particles within the jet. We refer to
this as a fragmentation function, however it is not a true
fragmentation function since we are dealing only with
charged particle jets.
Figure 10 shows the data on F(z) for PT1 .2 GeV/c , 5
GeV/c , and 30 GeV/c . The data roughly scale for PT1.5
GeV/c and z.0.1, with the growth in multiplicity coming
from the soft particles ~i.e., low z region!. This is exactly the
behavior expected from a fragmentation function @7#. Figure
11 and Fig. 12 compare data on the F(z) for PT1.5 and 30
GeV/c , respectively, with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA.
The QCD Monte Carlo models describe quite well the
multiplicity distribution of charged particles within the lead-
ing jet ~Fig. 5!, the size of the leading jet ~Fig. 6!, the radial
distribution of charged particles and transverse momentum
around the leading jet direction ~Fig. 8, Fig. 9!, and the mo-
mentum distribution of charged particles within the leading
jet ~Fig. 11, Fig. 12!. We now proceed to study the overall
event structure as a function of transverse momentum of the
leading charged jet.
IV. THE OVERALL EVENT STRUCTURE
In the previous section we studied leading charged jet
observables. The QCD Monte Carlo models did not have to
describe correctly the overall event in order to fit the observ-
able. They only had to describe correctly the properties of
the leading charged particle jet, and all the models fit the data
fairly well ~although not perfectly!. Now we study observ-
ables which test the capacity of the models to describe cor-
rectly the overall event structure.
A. Overall charged multiplicity
Figure 13 shows the average number of charged particles
in the event with pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 ~including
chgjet1! as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet! for the
min-bias and JET20 data. Again the JET20 data connect
smoothly to the min-bias data and there is a small overlap
region where the min-bias and JET20 data agree. Figure 13
shows a sharp rise in the overall charged multiplicity at low
PT1 and then a more gradual rise at high PT1 similar to Fig.
4. We now investigate where these charged particles are lo-
cated relative to the direction of the leading charged particle
jet.
B. Correlations in Df relative to charged jet1
As illustrated in Fig. 14, the angle Df5f2fchgjet1 is
defined to be the relative azimuthal angle between a charged
FIG. 6. The average radius in h-f space con-
taining 80% of the charged particles ~and 80% of
the charged scalar pT sum! as a function of the
transverse momentum of the leading charged jet
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
The solid ~open! points are min-bias ~JET20!
data.
FIG. 7. Illustration of correlations in the radial distance R in
h-f space from the direction of the leading charged jet in the event,
chgjet1. The average number of charged particles and the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles is plotted versus R, where R is
the distance in h-f space between the leading charged jet and a
charged particle, R25(Dh)21(Df)2.
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particle and the direction of the leading charged particle jet.
When we plot ^Nchg& and ^PT sum& as a function of Df , we
include all charged particles with pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu
,1 ~including those in chgjet1!, where pT is measured with
respect to the beam axis. Figure 15 and Fig. 16 shows the
data on the charged multiplicity distribution and transverse
momentum distribution, respectively, in the azimuthal angle
Df relative to the leading charged particle jet for PT1.2
GeV/c , 5 GeV/c , and 30 GeV/c .
Figure 17 and Fig. 18 compare the data on the azimuthal
distribution of charged multiplicity and transverse momen-
tum relative to the leading charged particle jet with the QCD
Monte Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA for PT1.5 GeV/c and Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 for PT1
.30 GeV/c . Here one sees differences between the three
QCD Monte Carlo models and they do not agree as well with
these observables as they did with the leading jet observ-
ables. The kink in data and the Monte Carlo model predic-
tions around Df540° arises from the cone size choice of
R50.7 which we used in defining the charged particle jets.
In Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 we have labeled the region uDfu
,60° (uhu,1) as ‘‘toward’’ and the region uDfu.120°
(uhu,1) as ‘‘away.’’ The ‘‘transverse’’ region is defined by
60°,uDfu,120° (uhu,1). Figure 15 and Fig. 16 show a
rapid growth in the ‘‘toward’’ and ‘‘away’’ region as PT1
increases since the ‘‘toward’’ region contains the leading
charged particle jet, while the ‘‘away’’ region, on the aver-
age, contains the away-side jet. The ‘‘transverse’’ region is
perpendicular to the plane of the hard 2-to-2 scattering and,
as we will see in Sec. V, is very sensitive to the ‘‘underlying
event’’ component of the QCD Monte Carlo models.
Figure 21 shows the data on the average number of
charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1) as a function
of PT1 for the three regions. Each point corresponds to the
‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ or ‘‘away’’ ^Nchg& in a 1 GeV/c bin.
The solid points are min-bias data and the open points are
JET20 data. The data in Fig. 21 define the average event
shape. For example, for a proton-antiproton collider event at
1.8 TeV with PT1 520 GeV/c there are, on the average, 8.7
charged particles ‘‘toward’’ chgjet1 ~including the particles
in chgjet1!, 2.5 ‘‘transverse’’ to chgjet1, and 4.9 ‘‘away’’
from chgjet1. Of course, ^Nchg& in all three regions is forced
to go to zero as PT1 goes to zero. If the leading charged
particle jet has no particles then there are no charged par-
ticles anywhere.
Figure 22 shows the data on the average scalar pT sum of
charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1) as a function
of PT1 for the three regions. Each point corresponds to the
‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ or ‘‘away’’ ^PT sum& in a 1 GeV/c
bin. We will now examine more closely these three regions.
FIG. 8. Charged multiplicity distribution in
the radial distance R in h-f space from chgjet1
~leading charged jet! for charged particles with
pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 when PT1.5 and 30
GeV/c . The points are ^Nchg& in a DR50.02 bin
~see Fig. 7!. The PT1.5 GeV/c points are min-
bias data and the PT1.30 GeV/c points are
JET20 data. The data are compared with the QCD
Monte Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISA-
JET, and PYTHIA 6.115. For an average charged jet
with PT1.5 GeV/c (.30 GeV/c), 80% of the
charged particles lie within R50.44 (0.38) as
marked by the arrows.
FIG. 9. Charged scalar pT sum distribution in
the radial distance R in h-f space from chgjet1
~leading charged jet! for charged particles with
pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 when PT1.5
GeV/c and 30 GeV/c . The points are ^PT sum&
in a DR50.02 bin ~see Fig. 7!. The PT1.5
GeV/c points are min-bias data and the PT1 .30
GeV/c points are JET20 data. The data are com-
pared with the QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo
model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA
6.115. For an average charged jet with PT1.5
GeV/c (.30 GeV/c), 80% of the jet pT lies
within R50.36 (0.18) as marked by the arrows.
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C. The ‘‘toward’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions
Figure 23 shows the data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of ‘‘toward’’ region charged particles compared with
the QCD Monte Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET,
and PYTHIA. This plot is very similar to the average number
of charged particles within the leading jet shown in Fig. 4. At
PT1520 GeV/c the ‘‘toward’’ region contains, on the aver-
age, about 8.7 charged particles with about 6.9 of these
charged particles belonging to chgjet1. We expect the ‘‘to-
ward’’ region to be dominated by the leading charged particle
jet. This is clearly the case for ISAJET as can be seen in Fig.
24 where the predictions of ISAJET for the ‘‘toward’’ region
are divided into three categories: charged particles that arise
from the breakup of the beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam rem-
nants’’!, charged particles that arise from initial-state radia-
tion, and charged particles that result from the outgoing jets
plus final-state radiation. For PT1 values below 5 GeV/c the
‘‘toward’’ region charged multiplicity arises mostly from the
‘‘beam-beam remnants,’’ but as PT1 increases the contribu-
tion from the outgoing jets plus final state-radiation quickly
begins to dominate. The bump in the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’
contribution at low PT1 is caused by leading jets composed
almost entirely from the remnants. Of course, the origin of
an outgoing particle ~‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ or ‘‘initial-state
radiation’’! is not an experimental observable. Experimen-
tally one cannot say where a given particle comes from.
However, we do know the origins of particles generated by
the QCD Monte Carlo models and Fig. 23 shows the com-
position of the ‘‘toward’’ region as modeled by ISAJET.
Figure 25 shows the data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of ‘‘away’’ region charged particles compared with
the QCD Monte Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET,
and PYTHIA. In Fig. 26 the data from Fig. 22 on the average
scalar pT sum in the ‘‘away’’ region is compared to the QCD
Monte Carlo model predictions. The ‘‘away’’ region should
be a mixture of the ‘‘underlying event’’ and the away-side
outgoing hard scattering jet. This can be seen in Fig. 27
where the predictions of ISAJET for the ‘‘away’’ region are
divided into three categories: ‘‘beam-beam remnants,’’
initial-state radiation, and outgoing jets plus final-state radia-
tion. For ISAJET the ‘‘underlying event’’ plays a more impor-
tant role in the ‘‘away’’ region than in the ‘‘toward’’ region
since the away-side outgoing hard scattering jet is sometimes
outside the region uhu,1. For the ‘‘toward’’ region ISAJET
predicts that the contribution from the outgoing jets plus final
state-radiation dominates for PT1 values above about 5
GeV/c , whereas for the ‘‘away’’ region this does not occur
until around 20 GeV/c .
Both the ‘‘toward’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions are described
moderately well by the QCD Monte Carlo models. In the
models, these regions are dominated by the outgoing hard
scattering jets and as we saw in Sec. III the Monte Carlo
models describe the leading outgoing jets fairly accurately.
We will now study the ‘‘transverse’’ region, which for the
QCD Monte Carlo models is dominated by the ‘‘underlying
event.’’
V. THE ‘‘TRANSVERSE’’ REGION AND THE
‘‘UNDERLYING EVENT’’
The ‘‘transverse’’ region in Fig. 14 is roughly normal to
the plane of the 2-to-2 hard scattering and as can be seen in
Fig. 21 contains, on the average, considerably fewer charged
particles than the ‘‘toward’’ and ‘‘away’’ region. However,
there is a lot more activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region than
one might naively expect. If we suppose that the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ multiplicity is uniform in azimuthal angle f and
pseudorapidity h , the observed 2.3 charged particles at PT1
520 GeV/c translates into 3.8 charged particles per unit
pseudorapidity with pT.0.5 GeV/c ~multiply by 3 to get
360°, divide by 2 for the two units of h covered in this
analysis, multiply by 1.09 to correct for the track finding
efficiency!. We know that if we include all pT.50 MeV/c
that there are, on the average, about four charged particles
per unit rapidity in a ‘‘soft’’ proton-antiproton collision at 1.8
TeV @8#. The data in Fig. 21 imply that in the ‘‘underlying
event’’ of a hard scattering there are, on the average, about
3.8 charged particles per unit rapidity with pT.0.5 GeV/c .
Extrapolating to low pT assuming the form e22pT ~which
roughly fits the data in Fig. 37! implies that there are roughly
10 charged particles per unit pseudorapidity with pT.0 in
the ‘‘underlying event’’ ~factor of e!. Since we examine only
those charged particles with pT.0.5 GeV/c , we cannot ac-
curately extrapolate to low pT , however, it is clear that the
‘‘underlying event’’ in a hard scattering process has a
charged particle density that is at least a factor of two larger
FIG. 10. Momentum distribution of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) within chgjet1 ~leading charged jet!. The
points are the charged number density, F(z)5dNchg /dz , where z
5p/P(chgjet1) is the ratio of the charged particle momentum to
the charged momentum of chgjet1. The integral of F(z) is the av-
erage number of particles within chgjet1 ~see Fig. 5!. The PT1 .2
GeV/c and 5 GeV/c points are min-bias data and the PT1 .30
GeV/c points are JET20 data.
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FIG. 11. Data from Fig. 10 on the momentum
distribution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) within chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for
PT1.5 GeV/c compared with the QCD Monte
Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 12. Data from Fig. 10 on the momentum
distribution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) within chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for
PT1.30 GeV/c compared with the QCD hard
scattering Monte Carlo model predictions of HER-
WIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 13. The average number charged par-
ticles in the event (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1, in-
cluding chgjet1! as a function of the transverse
momentum of the leading charged jet. The solid
~open! points are the min-bias ~JET20! data. The
data are compared with the QCD Monte Carlo
model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA
6.115.
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than the four charged particles per unit rapidity seen in
‘‘soft’’ proton-antiproton collisions at this energy. Figure 21
shows that the average number of charged particles in the
‘‘transverse’’ region doubles in going from PT1 51.5 GeV/c
to 2.5 GeV/c and then forms an approximately constant pla-
teau for PT1.5 GeV/c .
A. ‘‘Transverse’’ Nchg and PT sum
Figure 28 and Fig. 29 compare the ‘‘transverse’’ ^Nchg&
and the ‘‘transverse’’ ^PT sum&, respectively, with the QCD
Monte Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA. Figure 30 and Fig. 31 compare the ‘‘transverse’’
^Nchg& and the ‘‘transverse’’ ^PT sum&, respectively, with
three versions of PYTHIA ~6.115, 6.125, and no multiple scat-
tering!. PYTHIA with no multiple parton scattering does not
have enough activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region. PYTHIA
6.115 fits the ‘‘transverse’’ ^Nchg& the best, but overshoots
slightly the ‘‘toward’’ ^Nchg& in Fig. 23. ISAJET has a lot of
activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region, but gives the wrong PT1
dependence. Instead of a plateau, ISAJET predicts a rising
‘‘transverse’’ ^Nchg& and gives too much activity at large PT1
values. HERWIG does not have enough ‘‘transverse’’
^PT sum&.
We expect the ‘‘transverse’’ region to be composed pre-
dominately from particles that arise from the breakup of the
beam particles and from initial-state radiation. For ISAJET
this is clearly the case as can be seen in Fig. 32 where the
predictions of ISAJET for the ‘‘transverse’’ region are divided
into three categories: ‘‘beam-beam remnants,’’ initial-state
radiation, and outgoing jets plus final-state radiation. It is
interesting to see that it is the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ of
ISAJET that are producing the approximately constant plateau.
The contributions from initial-state radiation and from the
outgoing hard scattering jets both increase as PT1 increases.
In fact, for ISAJET it is the sharp rise in the initial-state radia-
tion component that is causing the disagreement with the
data for PT1.20 GeV/c .
As we explained in Sec. II B, for PYTHIA it makes no
sense to distinguish particles that arise from initial-state ra-
diation from those that arise from final-state radiation, but
one can separate the ‘‘hard scattering component’’ from the
‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’ Also, for PYTHIA the ‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ include contributions from multiple parton scat-
tering as illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 33 and Fig. 34 compare
the ‘‘transverse’’ ^Nchg& with the QCD Monte Carlo model
predictions of HERWIG and PYTHIA 6.115, respectively. Here
the predictions are divided into two categories: charged par-
ticles that arise from the breakup of the beam particles
~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, and charged particles that result
from the outgoing jets plus initial and final-state radiation
~‘‘hard scattering component’’!. As was the case with ISAJET
the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ form the approximately constant
plateau and the ‘‘hard scattering’’ component increase as PT1
FIG. 14. Illustration of correlations in azimuthal angle Df rela-
tive to the direction of the leading charged jet in the event, chgjet1.
The angle Df5f2fchgjet1 is the relative azimuthal angle between
charged particles and the direction of chgjet1. The‘‘toward’’ region
is defined by uDfu,60° and uhu,1 ~includes particles in chgjet1!,
while the ‘‘away’’ region is uDfu.120° and uhu,1. The ‘‘trans-
verse’’ region is defined by 60°,uDfu,120° and uhu,1. Each
region has an area in h-f space of 4p/3. The average number of
charged particles, ^Nchg&, and the average scalar pT sum of charged
particles, ^PT sum&, in each region are plotted versus the trans-
verse momentum of the leading charged jet.
FIG. 15. Average number of charged particles
(pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of the
relative azimuthal angle, Df , between the par-
ticle and chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for PT1
.2 GeV/c , 5 GeV/c , and 30 GeV/c . Each point
corresponds to the ^Nchg& in a 3.6° bin. The PT1
.2 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c points are the min-bias
data and the PT1.30 GeV/c points are JET20
data. The ‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’
regions defined in Fig. 14 are labeled.
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FIG. 16. Average scalar pT sum of charged
particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function
of the relative azimuthal angle, Df , between the
particle and chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for
PT1.2 GeV/c , 5 GeV/c , and 30 GeV/c . Each
point corresponds to the ^PT sum& in a 3.6° bin.
The PT1.2 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c points are the
min-bias data and the PT1.30 GeV/c points are
JET20 data. The ‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and
‘‘away’’ regions defined in Fig. 14 are labeled.
FIG. 17. Data from Fig. 15 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of the relative azimuthal
angle, Df , between the particle and chgjet1
~leading charged jet! for PT1.5 GeV/c com-
pared to QCD Monte Carlo model predictions of
HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115. The ‘‘toward,’’
‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions defined in Fig.
14 are labeled.
FIG. 18. Data from Fig. 16 on the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of the rela-
tive azimuthal angle, Df , between the particle
and chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for PT1.5
GeV/c compared to QCD Monte Carlo model
predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
The ‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions
defined in Fig. 14 are labeled.
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FIG. 19. Data from Fig. 15 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of the relative azimuthal
angle, Df , between the particle and chgjet1
~leading charged jet! for PT1.30 GeV/c com-
pared to QCD Monte Carlo model predictions of
HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115. The ‘‘toward,’’
‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions defined in Fig.
14 are labeled.
FIG. 20. Data from Fig. 16 on the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of the rela-
tive azimuthal angle, Df , between the particle
and chgjet1 ~leading charged jet! for PT1.30
GeV/c compared to QCD Monte Carlo model
predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
The ‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions
defined in Fig. 14 are labeled.
FIG. 21. The average number of ‘‘toward’’
(uDfu,60°), ‘‘transverse’’ (60°,uDfu,120°),
and ‘‘away’’ (uDfu.120°) charged particles
(pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1, including chgjet1! as a
function of the transverse momentum of the lead-
ing charged jet. Each point corresponds to the
^Nchg& in a 1 GeV/c bin. The solid ~open! points
are the min-bias ~JET20! data. The errors on the
~uncorrected! data include both statistical and
correlated systematic uncertainties. The ‘‘to-
ward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions are il-
lustrated in Fig. 14 and labeled in Fig. 15.
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FIG. 22. The average scalar pT sum of ‘‘to-
ward’’ (uDfu,60°), ‘‘transverse’’ (60°,uDf
u,120°), and ‘‘away’’ (uDfu.120°) charged
particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1, including
chgjet1! as a function of the transverse momen-
tum of the leading charged jet. Each point corre-
sponds to the ^PT sum& in a 1 GeV/c bin. The
solid ~open! points are the min-bias ~JET20! data.
The errors on the ~uncorrected! data include both
statistical and correlated systematic uncertainties.
The ‘‘toward,’’ ‘‘transverse,’’ and ‘‘away’’ regions
are illustrated in Fig. 14 and labeled in Fig. 16.
FIG. 23. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘toward’’ region defined in Fig. 14 com-
pared with the QCD Monte Carlo model predic-
tions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 24. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘toward’’ region defined in Fig. 14 com-
pared with the QCD Monte Carlo model predic-
tions of ISAJET. The predictions of ISAJET are di-
vided into three categories: charged particles that
arise from the breakup of the beam particles
~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, charged particles that
arise from initial-state radiation, and charged par-
ticles that result from the outgoing jets plus final-
state radiation ~see Fig. 1!.
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FIG. 25. Data from Fig. 21 on
the average number of charged
particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu
,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading
charged jet! for the ‘‘away’’ region
defined in Fig. 14 compared with
the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA 6.115. The solid ~open!
points are the min-bias ~JET20!
data.
FIG. 26. Data from Fig. 22 on the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of PT1
~leading charged jet! for the ‘‘away’’ region de-
fined in Fig. 14 compared with the QCD Monte
Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 27. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘away’’ region defined in Fig. 14 com-
pared with the QCD Monte Carlo model predic-
tions of ISAJET. The predictions of ISAJET are di-
vided into three categories: charged particles that
arise from the breakup of the beam particles
~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, charged particles that
arise from initial-state radiation, and charged par-
ticles that result from the outgoing jets plus final-
state radiation ~see Fig. 1!.
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FIG. 28. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘transverse’’ region defined in Fig. 14
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
The solid ~open! points are the min-bias ~JET20!
data.
FIG. 29. Data from Fig. 22 on the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of PT1
~leading charged jet! for the ‘‘transverse’’ region
defined in Fig. 14 compared with the QCD Monte
Carlo model predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 30. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘transverse’’ region defined in Fig. 14
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of PYTHIA 6.115, PYTHIA 6.125, and
PYTHIA 6.115 with no multiple parton scattering
~no MS!.
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FIG. 31. Data from Fig. 22 on the average
scalar pT sum of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of PT1
~leading charged jet! for the ‘‘transverse’’ region
defined in Fig. 14 compared with the QCD Monte
Carlo model predictions of PYTHIA 6.115, PYTHIA
6.125, and PYTHIA with no multiple parton scat-
tering ~no MS!.
FIG. 32. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘transverse’’ region defined in Fig. 14
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of ISAJET. The predictions of ISAJET are
divided into three categories: charged particles
that arise from the breakup of the beam particles
~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, charged particles that
arise from initial-state radiation, and charged par-
ticles that result from the outgoing jets plus final-
state radiation ~see Fig. 1!.
FIG. 33. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘transverse’’ region defined in Fig. 14
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of HERWIG. The predictions of HERWIG
are divided into two categories: charged particles
that arise from the breakup of the beam particles
~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, and charged particles
that result from the outgoing jets plus initial and
final-state radiation ~‘‘hard scattering compo-
nent’’! ~see Fig. 1!.
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FIG. 34. Data from Fig. 21 on the average
number of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c ,
uhu,1) as a function of PT1 ~leading charged jet!
for the ‘‘transverse’’ region defined in Fig. 14
compared with the QCD Monte Carlo model pre-
dictions of PYTHIA 6.115. The predictions of
PYTHIA are divided into two categories: charged
particles that arise from the breakup of the beam
particles ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!, and charged
particles that result from the outgoing jets plus
initial and final-state radiation ~‘‘hard scattering
component’’!. For PYTHIA the ‘‘beam-beam rem-
nants’’ include contributions from multiple parton
scattering ~see Fig. 2!.
FIG. 35. QCD Monte Carlo model predictions
from HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115 of the
average number of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of PT1
~leading charged jet! for the ‘‘transverse’’ region
defined in Fig. 14 arising from the outgoing jets
plus initial and final-state radiation ~‘‘hard scat-
tering component’’!.
FIG. 36. QCD Monte Carlo model predictions
from HERWIG, ISAJET, PYTHIA 6.115, and PYTHIA
6.115 with no multiple parton scattering ~no MS!
for the average number of charged particles (pT
.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) as a function of PT1
~leading charged jet! for the ‘‘transverse’’ region
defined in Fig. 14 arising from the breakup of the
beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!. For
PYTHIA the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ include con-
tributions from multiple parton scattering ~see
Fig. 2!.
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increases. However, the ‘‘hard scattering’’ component of
HERWIG and PYTHIA does not rise nearly as fast as the ‘‘hard
scattering’’ component of ISAJET. This can be seen clearly in
Fig. 35 where we compare directly the ‘‘hard scattering’’
component ~outgoing jets plus initial and final-state radia-
tion! of the ‘‘transverse’’ ^Nchg& from ISAJET, HERWIG, and
PYTHIA 6.115. PYTHIA and HERWIG are similar and rise gently
as PT1 increases, whereas ISAJET produces a much sharper
increase as PT1 increases. There are two reasons why the
‘‘hard scattering’’ component of ISAJET is different from HER-
WIG and PYTHIA. The first is due to different fragmentation
schemes. ISAJET uses independent fragmentation, which pro-
duces too many soft hadrons when partons begin to overlap.
The second difference arises from the way the QCD Monte
Carlo models produce parton showers. ISAJET uses a leading-
log picture in which the partons within the shower are or-
dered according to their invariant mass. Kinematics requires
that the invariant mass of daughter partons be less than the
invariant mass of the parent. HERWIG and PYTHIA modify the
leading-log picture to include color coherence effects which
leads to angle ordering within the parton shower. Angle or-
dering produces less high pT radiation within a parton
shower which is what is seen in Fig. 35. Without further
study, we do not know how much of the difference seen in
Fig. 35 is due to the different fragmentation schemes and
how much is due to color coherence effects.
The ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ contribution to the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ ^Nchg& is different for each of the QCD Monte Carlo
models. This can be seen in Fig. 36 where we compare di-
rectly the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ component of the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ ^Nchg& from ISAJET, HERWIG, PYTHIA 6.115, and
PYTHIA with no multiple parton interactions. Since we are
considering only charged particles with pT.0.5 GeV/c , the
height of the plateaus in Fig. 36 is related to the transverse
momentum distribution of the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ contri-
butions. A steeper pT distribution means less particles with
pT.0.5 GeV/c . PYTHIA uses multiple parton scattering to
enhance the ‘‘underlying event’’ and we have included these
contributions in the ‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’ For PYTHIA the
height of the plateau in Fig. 36 can be adjusted by adjusting
the amount of multiple parton scattering. HERWIG and ISAJET
do not include multiple parton scattering. For HERWIG and
ISAJET the height of the plateau can be adjusted by changing
the pT distribution of the ‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’
B. ‘‘Transverse’’ pT distribution
Figure 37 shows the data on the transverse momentum
distribution of charged particles (uhu,1) in the ‘‘transverse’’
region, where pT is measured with respect to the beam axis.
The PT1.2 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c points are min-bias data
and the PT1.30 GeV/c points are JET20 data. Each point
corresponds to the charged particle density d^Nchg&/dpT and
the integral of the distribution gives the average number of
charged particles in the ‘‘transverse’’ region,
^Nchg(transverse)& . Since these distributions fall off sharply
as pT increases, it is essentially only the first few points at
low pT that determines ^Nchg(transverse)&. The approxi-
mately constant plateau seen in Fig. 28 is a result of the low
pT points in Fig. 37 not changing much as PT1 changes.
However, the high pT points in Fig. 37 do increase consid-
erably as PT1 increases. This effect cannot be seen by simply
examining the average number of ‘‘transverse’’ particles.
Figure 37 shows the growth of the ‘‘hard scattering’’ compo-
nent in the ‘‘transverse’’ region ~i.e., three or more hard scat-
tering jets!.
For the Monte Carlo models, at low values of PT1 the pT
distribution in the ‘‘transverse’’ region is dominated by the
‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ contribution with very little hard
scattering. This can be seen in Fig. 38 which shows both the
‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ component and the total prediction of
HERWIG for PT1.2 GeV/c . For the Monte Carlo models, the
pT distribution in the ‘‘transverse’’ region at low values of
PT1 measures directly the pT distribution of the ‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ component. Figure 39 compares the predictions of
HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA with the data from Fig. 37 for
PT1.2 GeV/c . Both ISAJET and HERWIG have the wrong pT
dependence due to ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ components that
fall off too rapidly as pT increases. PYTHIA does a better job,
but is still too steep. It is, of course, understandable that the
Monte Carlo models might be slightly off on the parameter-
ization of the ‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’ This component can-
not be calculated from perturbation theory and must be de-
termined from data.
Figure 40 shows both the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ compo-
nent and the total prediction of HERWIG for PT1.30 GeV/c .
Here there is a large ‘‘hard scattering’’ component corre-
sponding to the production of more than two large pT jets. In
Fig. 41 we compare the predictions of HERWIG, ISAJET, and
FIG. 37. Data on the transverse momentum distribution of
charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) in the ‘‘transverse’’ re-
gion defined in Fig. 14 for PT1.2 GeV/c , 5 GeV/c , and 30
GeV/c , where chgjet1 is the leading charged particle jet. The PT1
.2 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c points are min-bias data and the PT1
.30 GeV/c are JET20 data. Each point corresponds to the charged
particle density d^Nchg&/dpT and the integral of the distribution
gives the average number of charged particles in the ‘‘transverse’’
region, ^Nchg(transverse)&. The errors on the ~uncorrected! data in-
clude both statistical and correlated systematic uncertainties.
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PYTHIA 6.115 with the data from Fig. 37 for PT1.30 GeV/c .
All the models do well at describing the high pT tail of this
distribution. However, ISAJET produces too many charged
particles at low pT . This is a result of the wrong pT depen-
dence for the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ contribution and from
an overabundance of soft particles produced in the ‘‘hard
scattering.’’ This shows that the large rise in the ‘‘transverse’’
charged multiplicity from the ‘‘hard scattering’’ component
of ISAJET seen in Fig. 35 comes from soft particles. This is to
be expected from a model that employs independent frag-
mentation such as ISAJET. Independent fragmentation does
not differ much from color string or cluster fragmentation for
the hard particles, but independent fragmentation produces
too many soft particles.
FIG. 39. Data from Fig. 37 on the transverse momentum distri-
bution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) in the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ region defined in Fig. 14 for PT1.2 GeV/c compared to the
QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo model predictions from predic-
tions from HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 41. Data from Fig. 37 on the transverse momentum distri-
bution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) in the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ region defined in Fig. 14 for PT1.30 GeV/c compared to
the QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo model predictions from pre-
dictions from HERWIG, ISAJET, and PYTHIA 6.115.
FIG. 38. Data from Fig. 37 on the transverse momentum distri-
bution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) in the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ region defined in Fig. 14 for PT1.2 GeV/c compared to the
QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo model predictions from HERWIG.
The dashed curve shows the contribution arising from the breakup
of the beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’! predicted by HER-
WIG.
FIG. 40. Data from Fig. 37 on the transverse momentum distri-
bution of charged particles (pT.0.5 GeV/c , uhu,1) in the ‘‘trans-
verse’’ region defined in Fig. 14 for PT1.30 GeV/c compared to
the QCD hard scattering Monte Carlo model predictions from HER-
WIG. The dashed curve shows the contribution arising from the
breakup of the beam particles ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’! predicted
by HERWIG.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied observables that describe the leading
charged jet and observables that are sensitive to the overall
event structure in proton-antiproton collisions at 1.8 TeV.
Our summary and conclusions are as follows.
The evolution of charged particle jets. We see evidence of
charged particle clusters ~i.e., charged particle jets! in the
min-bias data. These charged particle jets become apparent
around PT1 of 2 GeV/c with, on the average, about 2
charged particles with pT.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 and grow
to, on the average, about 10 charged particles with pT
.0.5 GeV/c and uhu,1 at PT1550 GeV/c . The QCD
Monte Carlo models describe quite well ~although not per-
fectly! leading charged jet observables such as the multiplic-
ity distribution of charged particles within the leading
charged jet, the size of the leading charged jet, the radial
distribution of charged particles and transverse momentum
around the leading charged jet direction, and the momentum
distribution of charged particles within the leading charged
jet. In fact, the QCD Monte Carlo models agree as well with
5 GeV/c charged particle jets as they do with 50 GeV/c
charged particle jets. The charged particle jets in the min-
bias data are simply a continuation ~down to small pT) of the
high transverse momentum charged jets observed in the
JET20 data.
The ‘‘underlying event.’’ For the QCD Monte Carlo mod-
els, a hard scattering collider event consists of large trans-
verse momentum outgoing hadrons that originate from the
large transverse momentum partons ~outgoing jets! and also
hadrons that originate from the breakup of the proton and
antiproton ~‘‘beam-beam remnants’’!. The ‘‘underlying
event’’ is everything except the two outgoing hard scattered
jets and receives contributions from the ‘‘beam-beam rem-
nants’’ plus initial and final-state radiation, and possibly from
‘‘soft’’ or ‘‘semi-hard’’ multiple parton interactions. If we
assume that the ‘‘transverse’’ region is a good measurement
of the ‘‘underlying event’’ as the QCD Monte Carlo models
suggest, then our data show that the average number of
charged particles and average charged scalar pT sum in the
‘‘underlying event’’ grows very rapidly with the transverse
momentum of the leading charged particle jet and then forms
an approximately constant plateau for PT1.5 GeV/c . The
height of this plateau is at least twice that observed in ordi-
nary ‘‘soft’’ collisions at the same energy.
None of the QCD Monte Carlo models we examined cor-
rectly describe all the properties of the ‘‘transverse’’ region
seen in the data. HERWIG and PYTHIA 6.125 do not have
enough activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region. PYTHIA 6.115 has
about the right amount of activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region,
but produces too much overall charged multiplicity. ISAJET
has a lot of activity in the ‘‘transverse’’ region, but with the
wrong dependence on PT1. Because ISAJET uses independent
fragmentation and HERWIG and PYTHIA do not, there are clear
differences in the ‘‘hard scattering’’ component ~mostly
initial-state radiation! of the ‘‘underlying event’’ between
ISAJET and the other two Monte Carlo models. Here the data
strongly favor HERWIG and PYTHIA over ISAJET.
In QCD Monte Carlo models, the pT distribution in the
‘‘transverse’’ region for low values of PT1 measures directly
the pT distribution of the ‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’ Our data
indicate that the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ component of both
ISAJET and HERWIG has the wrong pT dependence. ISAJET and
HERWIG both predict a pT distribution for the ‘‘beam-beam
remnants’’ that is too steep. With multiple parton interactions
included, PYTHIA does a better job but still has a pT distri-
bution for the ‘‘beam-beam remnants’’ that is slightly too
steep. It is, of course, understandable that the Monte Carlo
models might be somewhat off on the parametrization of the
‘‘beam-beam remnants.’’ This component cannot be calcu-
lated from perturbation theory and must be determined from
data. With what we have learned from the data presented
here, the ‘‘beam-beam remnant’’ component and the multiple
parton scattering component of the QCD Monte Carlo mod-
els can be tuned to better describe the ‘‘underlying event’’ in
proton-antiproton collisions.
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